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Spontaneous Smith-Purcell radiation described through induced surface currents
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An analytic solution for the radiated intensity distribution produced by an electron beam passing over a
metallic diffraction grating~the Smith-Purcell effect! is derived. The approach is based upon an expression for
the current traveling over the grating surface and the method can deal with arbitrary grating profiles. Although
collective behavior in the electron beam is neglected, very high power density is predicted if high energy, short
electron bunches are employed. The electron beam characteristics of various accelerators are used to illustrate
the potential of high energy, accelerator based Smith-Purcell radiation sources.@S1063-651X~98!06201-1#

PACS number~s!: 41.60.2m, 42.25.Fx, 42.79.Dj, 41.75.Ht
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its first observation in 1953@1#, the Smith-Purcell
~SP! effect, radiation by electrons passing over a perio
surface, has attracted interest as a source of intense lig
otherwise inaccessible wavelengths and as a mechanism
electron acceleration. Many authors have reported SP ra
tion from the millimeter to visible spectrum@1–12#. Many
authors have also developed various theories to charact
the emission process@1,2,13–16#. An accurate yet accessibl
model has been elusive and the most effective method
date are general theories of diffraction of light by a grati
that can be applied to the SP case, as represented by th
den Berg theory@15#.

In the van den Berg theory, incident and diffracted fie
are expanded in terms of the independent modes of the
tallic grating system and the boundary conditions
matched at the surface. In principle, an arbitrary tooth pro
can be analyzed with this approach. In practice, exten
numerical computation is generally required to approach
asymptotic value for the radiation intensity, although the
are particular cases that can be solved relatively quic
Convergence of the numerical solution is particularly dif
cult to achieve in the regime where the wavelength is sm
relative to the period@17#. In addition, theories derived from
the Helmholtz Green’s function~such as the van den Ber
model! suffer from an inherent flaw: The Green’s functio
has an infinite set of parametric singularities that renders
theory invalid in the vicinity of the ‘‘Rayleigh wavelengths
associated with Wood’s anomalies@18#.

In the surface current model, presented here, an elec
bunch travels parallel to a periodic array of infinitely co
ductive planar facets. Each facet scatters a continuous
quency spectrum as an electron passes. For a long a
these outgoing waves interfere so that only discrete frequ
cies are radiated in a given direction. An analytic express
for the approximate radiated intensity is derived that is m
physically intuitive and simpler to compute than in the mod
expansion theories. Collective electron behavior, and
feedback and stimulated emission, is neglected, but the
571063-651X/98/57~1!/1075~6!/$15.00
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herent enhancement from a short electron bunch can be
cluded.

II. RADIATED ENERGY

Assume that the electrons travel at constant velocityv
[v ẑ parallel to the grating surface and perpendicular to
ruling axis ŷ. Each electron induces an image charge on
grating surface that keeps pace with it. Variation in the s
face causes this induced current to accelerate. From Jac
@19#, the energy radiated in the far field per unit frequen
per unit solid angle due to a current densityJtotal is

W[
]2I

]v]V

5
v2

4p2c3
U E dtE d3x n̂3n̂3Jtotal~r ,t !ei ~vt2k–r !U2

,

wheren̂5$x̂sinucosf1ŷsinusinf1ẑcosu% is the direction of
emission,k5n̂v/c, v is the frequency, andc is the speed of
light. ~See diagram in Fig. 1.! Since the electron bunch ac
celeration, a second order effect, is neglected, the bunc
self does not produce a radiating field. The emission i
result of the superluminal space harmonic components in
induced current. Given that the grating is periodic, with p
riod l , over its lengthL, the radiating current density can b
expressed as the sum of the currents in each tooth:

Jtotal~r ,t !5 (
m51

L/l

Jtooth~r2ml ẑ,t2ml /v !.

Combining these two equations and transforming to coo
nates local to a given tooth (r2ml ẑ→r and t2ml /v→t)
yields
1075 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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W5
v2

4p2c3U (m51

L/l

eiml v~1/v2n̂–ẑ/c!U2U E dtE d3x n̂3n̂

3Jtooth~r ,t !ei ~vt2k–r !U2

. ~1!

The sum over the tooth index produces the interference
tern typical of a periodic structure:

U (
m51

L/l

eiml v~1/v2n̂–ẑ/c!U2

5
sin2@~1/b2cosu!vL/2c#

sin2@~1/b2cosu!vl /2c#

→
L@l

(
mÞ0

vL

umul
d~v2vm!. ~2!

For a grating with a large number of teeth, the emiss
wavelength is limited to the so-called Smith-Purcell con
tion,

FIG. 1. The oval represents the image charge footprint indu

on a single facet by one electron traveling with velocityv5v ẑ an
instantaneous vertical distanceb above the surface. The pointP is
the intersection of the electron trajectory and the facet plane.

facet extends infinitely in theŷ direction. The emission anglesu
andf are also shown.
t-

n
-

vm[
2pumuc

l ~1/b2cosu!
,

wherem is the harmonic mode andb5v/c.

III. EXPRESSION FOR THE SURFACE CURRENT

The problem, of course, is to find an integrable express
for the current. Consider a tooth profile comprised ofF pla-
nar facets where thef th facet extends from$x1 f ,z1 f% to
$x2 f ,z2 f% and toy56`, perpendicular to thex-z plane. The
periodicity of the grating implies thatz2F2z11<l . Assume
that the electron passes, at a heightx0, either above
(x1 f ,x2 f<x0) or below (x1 f ,x2 f>x0) each facet. Also, let
z1 f<z2 f<z1,f 11 to avoid inverted and covered facets. Defi
the angle of inclination of each facet relative to the electr
velocity as a f[tan21@(x2 f2x1 f)/(z2 f2z1 f)#. The image
current density within a single tooth then becomes

Jtooth~r ,t !5(
f 51

F

r~r ,t,sf !V~r ,t,sf !, ~3!

wherer andV are the image charge density and velocity a
sf represents the set$x1 f ,z1 f ,x2 f ,z2 f%. This model is appli-
cable to the typical profile of contiguous facets (x1,f 11
5x2 f ,x2F5x11,z1,f 115z2 f and z2F2z115l ) as well as
cases where the facets are distinct, such as the strip gra
and transition radiation. A diagram of a facet orientation
given in Fig. 1.

In the following approximation, the total image charge
a linear superposition of the images due to each elec
separately. Therefore, the single electron case shall be
rived first. Let the image charge on each facet equal that
an infinite conducting planar surface. This approximatio
justified later, neglects the influence of the facet edges on
image charge distribution as well as the image charge du
reflections from other facets. One relativistic electron mo
ing with v5v ẑ past an infinite conducting plane defined b
(x2x1)5(z2z1)tana induces a charge proportional to th
component normal to the surface of the electric field p
duced by an electron in vacuo,

d

e

e
e facet
rge
distance
r~r ,r0 ,t,s!52
qg

2p

u~x2x0!cosa2~z2z02vt !sinau

@~x2x0!21~y2y0!21g2~z2z02vt !2#3/2
d@~z2z1!sina2~x2x1!cosa#, ~4!

whereq is the electron charge,r05(x0 ,y0 ,z0) is its position att50, andg5(12b2)21/2. The image charge velocity can b
derived by considering that~1! the image would condense to a point at the intersection of the electron trajectory and th
plane at timet85@z12z01(x02x1)cota#/v and~2! since the electric field lines from a solitary electron are radial, the cha
distribution scales with the distance of the electron from the surface. The velocity of each image element is then the
to the intersecting point divided by the transit time:

V~r ,r0 ,t,s!5
x̂~x02x!1 ŷ~y02y!1 ẑ~z01vt82z!

~ t82t !
.

Applying this approximate expression for single electron current to Eq.~1!,

W1→
L@l

(
mÞ0

v3L

4p2umuc3l
d~v2vm!Un̂3n̂3(

f 51

F

j ~v,n̂,r0 ,sf !U2

, ~5!
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where

j ~v,n̂,r0 ,s![E
2`

`

dtE
z1

z2
dzE

2`

`

dyE
2`

`

dx r~r ,r0 ,t,s!V~r ,r0 ,t,s!ei ~vt2k–r !

52
qg

2pEz1

z2
dzE

2`

`

d ȳE
2`

`

du
~ x̂tana1 ẑ!d6 ŷ ȳ tana

@d21 ȳ 21g2u2#3/2
ei @v~u2z0!/v1ky~ ȳ 2y0!1kz#e2 ikx~x12z1tana! ~6!
-

la
-

y
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ar
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in
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and u[vt2z1z0 , ȳ[y02y, d[ux12x01(z2z1)tanau,
andk[v/v2kz2kxtana. Note that the transit time has can
celed out of Eq.~6!. Choose the upper sign in Eqs.~6!, ~7!,
~8!, and~9! if the electron is above the facet (x1 ,x2<x0) or
the lower if it is below (x1 ,x2>x0).

Utilizing Ref. @20#, Eq. ~6! can be reduced to

j ~v,n̂,r0 ,s!52ql e7x0/2lee2 i ~kyy01vz0 /v !G~v,n̂,s!,
~7!

where the evanescent field length is defined as

le[S 2v

gbc
A11g2b2sin2usin2f D 21

and

G~v,n̂,s![~ x̂tana6 ŷi2kyletana1 ẑ!

3
e~61/2le2 ikx!~x12z1tana!

~6tana/2le1 ik!l
e~6tana/2le1 ik!zuz1

z2

~8!

is independent of the electron initial position. The particu
case of a vertical facet (cosa50) can be calculated by inte
grating overx first, yielding

G~v,n̂,x1 ,z1 ,x2 ,z1!5~ x̂6 ŷi2kyle!

3
ei ~v/v2kz!z1

~61/2le2 ikx!l
e~61/2le2 ikx!xux1

x2.

~9!

For the typical configuration where electrons passabove
the grating~i.e., all facets are below!, the energy produced b
a single electron then becomes

W1→
L@l

(
mÞ0

q2v3Ll

4p2umuc3
e2x0 /led~v2vm!

3Un̂3n̂3(
f 51

F

G~v,n̂,sf !U2

. ~10!

IV. SPECIAL CASES

Many special cases have been investigated by ea
workers. One is the strip grating in which thin, coplan
conducting strips of widthd are aligned such that gaps o
width l 2d separate them. UsingF51, x15x250, z150
andz25d, integrating Eq.~10! over frequency yields
r

er
,

]I 1

]V U
strip

→
L@l

(
mÞ0

2

pS q

l
D 2

L~1/b2cosu!23

3e2ux0u/lesin2~pmd/l !sin2u ~11!

in agreement with the result derived in approximate form
Ref. @16#. Note that there is no emission ford5l , as ex-
pected for a continuous planar surface. In another case
electron produces transition radiation while passing throu
slots in a periodic array of thin conducting sheets align
perpendicular to the electron trajectory. Applying the surfa
current model to this configuration agrees with the res
given in Eq.~1! in Ref. @21#.

V. COHERENCE

Now consider the case of a bunch ofN electrons, each
traveling with velocityv5v ẑ abovea grating. Neglecting
collective effects, the derivation proceeds as in the one e
tron case except that the current, Eq.~3!, includes a sum over
electrons. The electron initial position-dependent term in
~7!, and consequently the sum over electrons, factors ou
the sum over facets in Eq.~10!, which simplifies the total
energy to

WN5W1ux050U(
a51

N

e2xa /2lee2 i ~kyya1vta!U2

5W1ux050@NSinc1N2Scoh#,

where (xa ,ya ,za) is the position of theath electron att
50, ta[za /v, and the incoherent and coherent sums are

Sinc[
1

N(
a51

N

e2xa /le,

Scoh[
1

N2(a51

N

(
bÞa

N

e2~xb1xa!/2lee2 i @ky~ya2yb!1v~ ta2tb!#.

Note that these sums should include only those electrons
pass above the top of the grating,h5max(x1f ,x2f). For large
N, the sums can be replaced by integrals over the distribu
in x, y, andt. Given that the electron positions are uncorr
lated, the distribution function factors into three independ
functions of each dimension,X, Y, andT @22#:

Sinc→
N@1E

h

`

dx X~x!e2x/le,
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TABLE I. Operating parameters of some existing and future accelerators.D5gbd2/en is the character-
istic length of the beam andl54pd/2gb is the observed wavelength given efficient coupling (d52le).
The lengthD is the length over which the diameter remains within twice its minimum valued and therefore
is roughly the maximum grating length over which the electron coupling remains efficient.

Facility Energy en Beam size (d) Bunch length Peak current D l

~MeV! (p mm mrad! ~mm! ~mm/ps! ~A! ~cm! (mm!

Duke @24# 1.2 3.5 ;0.5 0.3/1 20 7.1 1900
TU-Munich @25# 3 5 ;0.2 3000/104 0.5 1.8 182
CIRFEL @26# 14 20 ;0.7 3.0/10 200 22 157
SUNSHINE @27# 16 ;1.0 0.2/0.6 48 196
S-DALINAC @28# 38 2 ;0.1 1.2/4 1.5 12 8
BNL-ATF @29# 50 1 ;0.05 0.6/2 50 7.9 3
TTF @30# 1000 2 0.055 0.05/0.17 2500 94 0.19
st
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N@1U E

h

`

dx X~x!e2x/2leỸ~ky! T̃~v!U2

,

where f̃ is the Fourier transform off . When the bunch size
is on the order of or less than the wavelength,Scoh ap-
proachesSinc and the radiation becomes coherent.

VI. JUSTIFICATION FOR THE SURFACE CURRENT
MODEL

The approximate image charge distribution can be ju
fied as follows. The actual image charge distribution devia
significantly from Eq.~4! only within one distribution half-
width of the facet edge. Given thatb is the height of the
electron above the grating surface, the distribution half-wi
in the beam direction iss5b/g. Neglect of edge effects
introduces a relative error in the transform Eq.~6! on the
order of the fractional widths/l . The electron couples ef
fectively with the grating if it passes within an evanesce
field length. Therefore, under practical conditions whenb
<le , the half-width is limited to

s

l
<

12bcosu

4pumu
.

For low electron energies (b!1), the half-width is at most
10% of the period. For high energies (b'1), the emission is
focused in the forward direction so thats/l is greatly re-
duced from the low energy limit. The approximation im
proves with increasing electron energy.

A preliminary comparison of the results of the surfa
current and the van den Berg models has been conducte
various echelle gratings over an energy range from 0.1 to
MeV. The models agreed well, apart from an overall fac
of order one, when a sufficient number of modes were
cluded in the van den Berg calculation. This condition co
be satisfied for low energy (,5 MeV! but, at higher ener-
gies, it proved difficult to attain convergence in the van d
Berg result and the two methods diverged. Also, the surf
current model yields a smooth radiated energy distribut
function without the spurious structure around the ‘‘Raylei
wavelengths’’ generated by the van den Berg model@18#.
i-
s
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t
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r
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d
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Two exceptions should be noted. First, since light can
propagate through bulk metal, the valid angular range of
~10! is limited by the angles of inclination of the facet
Second, in deep tooth profiles several facets may form
cavity and limit the field modes when the wavelength
comparable to or longer than the cavity dimensions. T
model described here is best suited for shallow grati
where cavity behavior is negligible but can be applied
deep profiles if the energy is sufficiently high so that t
wavelength is much smaller than any cavity.

VII. RESULTS APPLIED TO VARIOUS ACCELERATORS

The surface current model agrees very well with rec
measurements at 3.6 MeV@23#. It is interesting to apply the
predictions of our theory to electron beams at other labo
tories that are doing, or are planning to do, FEL work. Ta
I lists the pertinent electron beam parameters for these fa
ties. Gratings have been installed in the Munich and BN
ATF facilities but we know of no plans to do so in any of th
others listed. Although the table has been compiled fr
published data on these machines, not all the details w
available to us; we could have also misinterpreted some
the numbers. The beam size over the grating, which i
crucial parameter for the effective coupling of the beam
the surface, has in some cases been deduced from the
tance. It is a number that is not inconsistent with the em
tance but not necessarily the correct one.

For simplicity, consider experiments involving echel
gratings. To design a grating to match given bunch para
eters, the period and blaze angle are adjusted so tha
desired wavelength is emitted within the doppler shifted
diation lobe. The peak emitted energy per unit solid an
per electron bunch is not sensitive to the period, as long
the blaze is adjusted accordingly. Since the wavelength
proportional to the period, even a high energy electron be
can produce radiation over a fairly broad spectral range
employing gratings with different periods. Figure 2 displa
the spontaneous first order SP energy per unit solid angle
unit grating length per electron bunch achievable at the lis
facilities. In each case, the spectral range was chosen
trarily and the grating profile then optimized. The bun
temporal profile was assumed to be an inverted parab
J(t)5J0(12t2/t2) within 2t,t,t and zero otherwise
The peak power, that is, the energy divided by the bun
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length, is shown in Fig. 3. Evidently, the SP process c
produce significant amounts of energy and power.

The degree of coherent enhancement is sensitive to
bunch temporal profile. Figure 4 shows the first order
energy from the BNL-ATF facility due to various tempor
profiles when all other bunch and grating parameters
fixed. In order to compare different profiles, the pulse wid
are normalized so that half of the electrons arrive within

FIG. 2. First order SP energy per unit solid angle per unit g
ing length per electron bunch produced by echelle gratings g
the electron bunch parameters listed in Table I. The grating pe
and blaze angle are optimized for each facility. The bunch temp
profile was assumed to be parabolic:J(t)5J0(12t2/t2) within
2t,t,t and zero otherwise. For clarity, only the envelope of t
interference structure exhibited by parabolic pulses is shown.

FIG. 3. Peak power: the results in Fig. 2 divided by the bun
length.
n

he
P

re
s
e

nominal bunch length of 2 ps. The square profile has
broadest spectrum and so produces the greatest enhance
at short wavelengths. Likewise, the Gaussian profile p
duces the least. Triangular, parabolic, and exponential pu
yield similar intermediate values. The solid line indicates t
level of purely incoherent radiation. Clearly, with a few b
lion electrons per pulse, the effect of coherent enhancem
is dramatic. The power density that is available in the sh
electron bunch limit and the ability to choose the cen
wavelength of the emission suggest many potential appl
tions.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, an analytic description of Smith-Purcell r
diation from a metallic grating was derived using an appro
mate form of the surface current. The surface current mo
is generally applicable to shallow gratings over a broad e
tron beam energy range. It is particularly effective when
image charge footprint~itself proportional to the wavelength!
is small compared the period. This theory is complement
to modal theories in that the latter are difficult to apply in t
short wavelength regime due to the large number of mo
involved. The former does not, however, exhibit the spurio
behavior near ‘‘Rayleigh wavelengths’’ inherent in the latte
This model also has the benefits of very short computa
time and simple physical interpretation of the result, both
which facilitate grating design.

t-
n
d
al

h

FIG. 4. First order SP energy per unit solid angle per unit gr
ing length per electron bunch produced by a 1 mmperiod, 5° blaze,
echelle grating at the BNL-ATF facility. Five temporal profiles a
shown: Square, triangular (12utu/t), parabolic (12t2/t2), expo-
nential @exp(2utu/t)#, and Gaussian. For clarity, only the envelop
of the interference structure exhibited by square, triangular,
parabolic pulses is shown. All bunch and grating parameters
fixed except that, in order to compare different profiles, the pu
widths (t) are normalized so that half of the electrons arrive with
the nominal bunch length of 2 ps. The solid line indicates the le
of purely incoherent radiation (Scoh50).
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